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Course :
Facing Diversity: inclusive education strategies 
for students with fewer opportunities



1st Activity: facebook wall: team building: 
participants’ profile



2nd Activity: stereotypes and prejudices 
 The senario

You are boarding the “Deer Valley Express” train for a week long ride 
from Lisbon to Moscow. You are travelling in a couchette 
compartment, which you have to share with three other people. 
With which of the following passengers would you prefer to share?

1. A Bosnian soldier who came after war
2. A gipsy that just left the prison
3. A French guy who speaks only French and carries a lot of cheese 

with him
4. A bold Swedish man who is under the influence of alcohol
5. A Hungarian woman without visa and she has a baby with her
6. A DJ who seems very rich
7. A prostitute
8. A Spanish student who loves to travel
9. An wrestling player who wants to go to Moscow



10.An impolsive and misogyny Ukrain
11.An overweight broker
12.A young artist who is HIV positive 

Select three people you would like most to travel with and  three  
you would least like to travel and discuss the reasons which led to 
your decisions



DESCRIPTION: What I See (only observed facts)

INTERPRETATION: What I Think (about what I see)

EVALUATION: What I Feel (about what I think...positive or negative)

          3rd Activity:
Images and stereotypes about different minorities 
and nationalities



Each  group will receive different pictures.  
After looking at the picture, please fill in your own brief description of it.
 
The task for the group is:

1.to agree on a single description
2.based on the description, to suggest two interpretations

for each interpretation, to suggest both a positive and a negative 
evaluation 











VIDEO ( watch and discuss)

1.The power of words https://youtu.be/Hzgzim5m7oU

2. Tripe and onions https://youtu.be/RyJAk338FhY

3.European stereotypes https://youtu.be/6dZQ-G7b8nY

https://youtu.be/Hzgzim5m7oU
https://youtu.be/RyJAk338FhY
https://youtu.be/6dZQ-G7b8nY


CREATIVITY AND  KEY COMPETENCES



1. Create two different ways to use story cubes 
2. Identify three social issues of your students and 

create a poster or a campaign
3. Using ten different cards write an educational story
4. Create a role play against bullying in school based on 

stereotypes and prejudices in the classroom
5. Learn how to make a grani using origani technique
6. Suggest educational sites

4th Activity







 Activity: Game A-B-C-D
A – present a conflict (2’)
B – present the case from the point of view of opponent (2’)
C – try to give solution (he can ask questions only for A) (2’)
D – present the situation after 1 year
8 minutes
After this A become C, C become D, D become A
8 minutes
And so on
Time: 32 minutes 

APPROACHES TO CONFLICT



Intercultural 
snack



Certification



ΕΥΧΑΡΙΣΤΩ 
ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ 

ΠΡΟΣΟΧΗ ΣΑΣ!




